AdMobilize offers real-time, plug and play data solutions for measurement and content triggering in the street furniture, large format, digital placed-based and transit segments of OOH. We work closely with both local and national networks to create more value for their businesses using data.

"Re-Imagined" Solutions for Audience Intelligence:

Audience Measurement
Measure attention, demographics and emotion of your viewing audience in real-time.

Vehicle Analytics
Quantify vehicle traffic on highways, cities and more with real-time counts, speed and brand data.

Crowd Analytics
Understand activity and measure foot traffic for large spectacular and digital placed-based formats.

Valued Industry Partners

Looking for a Custom “Computer Vision” Solution?
Ask today about our custom machine learning campaign solutions.
info@admobilize.com

We continue to work with companies around the world to make their networks more valuable to advertisers. We’d love to work with you!
www.admobilize.com